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Logline
A real estate agent
discovers his super powers
by helping his customers to
find their ideal place to
live, when he realises that
he has to face the menace of
Dark Thought.

Series Concept

Ray is looking for a job and ends up in a very special Real Estate Agency, called "Rainbow
Agency", where the owner (Supervisor) teaches him to listen to the real dreams of the
customers, not just to their needs.
Supervisor trains Ray to be sensitive to his feelings and to open up to the Absolute Stream of
Positive Energy, in order to be a catalyst for change, not just a regular agent who sells
regular homes.
Ray works with Lena Borealis, who was already part of the team and they live several
synchronicities that lead them together. They discover the world of the Super Powers and
Ray becomes the next RainbowMan.
RainbowMan reminds to ordinary people of their Super Powers, often forgotten, through
the power of thought aligned to their emotions.
Lu Jackson becomes Dark Thought, the villain of the series, during the fight with
RainbowMan he will undergo an evolution, that will make him understand how his
emotions, lived in a certain way, led him to become that kind of "bad".

Episodes concepts
Episode 1

A powerful stream

The speech given by Supervisor, the head of the Rainbow Agency, does not seem to have aroused much interest in the crowd that came to
listen to him. Ray is the only one who shows up at the agency after that speech. After an initial hesitation, the training starts. Ray begins to
understand the difference between needs and desires, fear and trust and how to connect to the Absolute Stream of Energy, even if it baffles
him a little. Lena confesses to Ray that Supervisor has particular sensations about him. The Supervisor sees something good in Ray, though
he is not yet aware of the importance of this feeling. Lena teaches Ray about the concept of Light. Upon awakening from an intense dream,
everything starts to become clearer for Ray.

Episode 2

Coloured arches

Unexpected news causes discomfort in Ray, but Super's explanations lead him to new discoveries and considerations. The meeting with
Angela becomes very demanding for Ray: the opposite poles of energy cause an explosion, but it is also the occasion for the first real
contact with Light and its colours. By better understanding the concept of Frequency, Ray will discover how to become RainbowMan and
make wonderful coloured arches. A person from Super's past comes back on the scene: it’s Mr Jackson, the future Dark Thought. The
conversation that takes place between the two brings out old unresolved issues: the main cause of Mr Jackson's discontent. When Ray tries
to help Melinda, Lena reveals her Northern Lights nature.

Episode 3

Truths unveiled

Melinda joins the agency team. Mr Jackson returns to the Rainbow Agency: he would like to be part of it again, but Super reveals that Ray is
the next RainbowMan, whereupon there is no place for him at the agency, Mr. Jackson leaves the office full of anger. Ray can see his face and
understands that it is the person who was in Angela's apartment. Ray will discover that Angela and Mr Jackson were like him and Lena, but
things didn’t work out. Ray asks Super for explanations, realising that the man feels guilty and a little responsible for Lu's mood. When
Angela has a relapse, the situation precipitates, and now RainbowMan must face Dark Thought. In the second fight with Dark Thought,
Super must clear things out by producing the SuperNova, which will cause him to go to the Light (die).

Episode 4

Doubts to solve

Ray and Lena keep their promise to Super and go to scatter his ashes at the Temple of Light in Latin America, where they are welcomed by
the guardian Ar, a member of the ancient dynasty which included Super's wife Luz. Ray feels the weight of responsibility as Super's heir.
He will appear to him in energetic form, encouraging him to stay in the Temple and follow the teachings of Ar, as he did before him as
well. Ar teaches Ray that the Light comes from within and understanding this concept he will feel better and will be more powerful. While
Ray is unable to perform his training to his best, Melinda calls him, begging him to return: an elderly blind gentleman, who is giving her
excellent advice, has confided her that Dark Thought is about to return.

Episode 5

A menace returns

Dark Thought, after his defeat in the last clash with RainbowMan and Supervisor, who first refused him at the Rainbow Agency and then
neutralised him with his SuperNova, experiences intense moments. His anger now becomes a desire for revenge. Angela's younger brother
Denis, the future Thunderbolt, is now supporting Dark Thought and with Supervisor off the scene, Dark Thought is pondering an attack to
the Rainbow Agency. Denis makes an inspection at the Rainbow and meets Melinda. He feels something for her, but Melinda senses
something strange in him and she doesn’t give him much attention. Denis feels rejected and this causes him frustration. Dark Thought has
learned from Denis that Melinda is the only one at the Rainbow Agency, so he decides to attack the Agency that night. Ray arrives but cannot
become RainbowMan in the absence of the sun. Dark Thought believes he has the victory, when Melinda surprises him with her Moonbow.

Episode 6

expansion

Dark Thought took a heavy hit, and blame and doubt made their way into him. Denis, who had always felt admiration for Lu, encourages him
to attack again the Rainbow Agency. Angela tries to prevent it but without success. Meanwhile, Denis has an influence on Angela, who
returns to feel an emotion of blame and disappointment regarding the old Supervisor story. Denis takes on the role of power and strength
by becoming Thunderbolt and one again decide to take the Rainbow Agency. Lena, Melinda and Ray are waiting for them: the confrontation
is tight, but now Ray has understood that the Light comes from within and this time RainbowMan succeed to create the Powerful Circle
Rainbow, even at night.

Episode 7

something emerges
After the last fight, a sense of powerlessness, frustration and pessimism are the emotions that lodge in Lu, Angela and Denis. Dark
Thought feels deprived of all his strength and power and a feeling of strange bewilderment takes hold of him, he thinks there is nothing
more to do. When the demotivation seems to have created a void in him, he realises that he is still able to produce some effect: the dark
clouds give way to a dense fog. Dark Thought is surprised, but seeing that he is the author of the dense curtain that is spreading
everywhere, and that is throwing many people in fear and indecision, he begins to derive a certain satisfaction. At the Rainbow Agency,
they witness the formation of this phenomenon, wondering if it is the work of Dark Thought and what they can do, since it is producing a
great sense of boredom, which leads everybody to no longer have perspective and vision. The elderly blind man reveals his identity: he is
the father of Luz, Supervisor's wife. The man creates a magnificent Fogbow where he makes his transition into the Light (die) and right
before that, he suggests to return to the Temple of Light to discover more of the legacy left by his daughter.

Episode 8

A colourful awareness
Ray and Lena are on their way to the Temple of Light. Ar welcomes them. A few days pass and Ray asks Ar why he hasn't shown him the
legacy yet. Ar replies that in due course it will happen. Lu is experiencing new empowering emotions: he thought that after everything
that had happened, he would have felt a sense of defeat, but it is not so. In him there is a feeling that comes close to hope, he is almost
afraid to say it, but he tells Angela and she happily proposes to leave for a while the place that has been the scene of clashes and rivalries.
Denis feels like going back to the Rainbow Agency to meet Melinda. Meanwhile, Ar leads Ray and Lena to a new place. Once there they
realise that it is a school located on a magnificent plateau, where many children and young people live. Lu and Angela show up in the
same place. The two feel that there is something new between them. At that moment, Ar explains more about their journeys towards the
Light and then gives a signal. After that, many children run towards them while creating wonderful rainbows. Lu begins to cry with joy,
he feels that whatever may have been missing from his life, has now found him.

Ray - RainbowMan Main Character

Power: Rainbows
He joins the Rainbow Agency as an
agent.
Under the guidance of Supervisor
he learns the basics of becoming
RainbowMan, thus having the
opportunity to create rainbows to
contrast the Dark Thought
offensive.

Lena Borealis
Main Character

Power: Aurora Borealis
Lena is an agent of the Rainbow,
present before Ray arrival.
Lena falls in love with Ray. The two
have a romantic relationship, as
well as a collaboration on the
agency's operational level.
Lena has the ability to create
Northern Lights

Lu Jackson - Dark Thought Main Character
Power: Dark Clouds and hurricane
RainbowMan antagonist.
He is a young man who has had
difficulties in his past, since he has not
managed to live up to Super's
expectations.
This pressure causes him insecurity and
the production of negative thoughts,
which lead him to become Dark Thought.

Supervisor
Main character in the first 3 episodes

Power: Supernova
Head of the Rainbow Agency.
He has a sincere passion and he founded the
agency after receiving the teachings of Ar,
the guardian of the Temple of Light.
Misunderstandings with Lu will be the
precursor for the clash, which will force
him to remedy it at the end of the third
episode.

Angela
Power: Cyclone
She was the previous secretary at
the Rainbow Agency.
She is a very sensitive girl with a
complicated relationship with Lu
Jackson.
Her fragility becomes critical,
causing her to suffer and produce
powerful cyclones.

Melinda
Power: Moonbow
She joins the Rainbow Agency as a secretary.
After being rescued from her torment by Lena
and Ray, she becomes an operational part of
the Rainbow Agency. She is able to create
magnificent moon rainbows.

Denis - Thunderbolt
Power: Lightning
Denis is Angela's younger brother.
He has always had respect and
admiration for Lu Jackson and
through the troubled vicissitudes of
the story, he feels he can support him
in the offensive against the Rainbow
team.

Tone
in a challenging world, it's
easy to get lost in dark
thoughts, getting angry,
desperate or frustrated.
Light allows you to come back
to joy, enthusiasm and
confidence.
your natural Superpowers.
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